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The running radio-detetor 21CMA is being urrently adapted for 

searhes. 10287 antennas
sit along two high altitude valleys, surrounded by mountain hains, in an exeptionally low
eletromagneti noise environment. Firsts measurements obtained with the in situ, 6-antennas
prototype, show the great potential for shower detetion of the array. Preliminary simulations
of the foreseen setup indiate that an one year exposure of  10
13
m
2
ssr for 10
17
eV 

's
may be attainable using 80 dediated antennas.
1 Introdution
The probing of the UHE omponent of the far away Universe relies heavily on the detetion
of the UHE neutrinos
1
. Unfortunately, they an be observed only indiretly, through their
interation with target nuleons. The very low interation ross setion, ombined with the
already small uxes predited
1
, require detetion volumes of the order of ubi kilometers.
The UHE neutrinos are produed either by the interation of the UHE osmi rays within
their soures, or in their subsequent interations with the bakground radiation elds. In both
ases, tau neutrinos are muh suppressed at prodution sine they are not a deay produt of
the dominating pions. However, approximately equal uxes for eah avour are expeted after
traveling osmologial distanes to the Earth due to neutrino avour osillations
2;3
.
There are several running experiments looking for 

's, as the dediated neutrino telesopes
ANTARES
4
and IeCube
5
. The extensive air shower (EAS) detetor AUGER
6
looks for 

's
whih enter the Earth just below the horizon and produe  leptons whih an esape the
Earth; subsequently, the  's deay in ight in the atmosphere produes showers visible both in
their surfae array and uoresene telesopes. The AUGER ollaboration showed aumulated
exposures of the order of 3  10
16
m
2
ssr, whih allowed them to plae an upper limit on the


ux approahing the theoretial preditions for the GZK neutrinos
7
.
Lately, two ollaborations, CODALEMA
8
and LOPES
9
, showed the feasibility of radio-
detetion of the EAS's using an external trigger provided by ground detetors. Moreover, signal
patterns obtained with a standalone, self-triggered antenna have provided onvining signatures
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Figure 1: Left: average Fourier transform of the bakground noise for a 21CMA antenna. Right: antenna signal
averaged over 15 hours of data taking as a funtion of the loal sideral time, peaking to the galati radio emission.
of EAS's
8
. An auray of the order of the degree was obtained by CODALEMA for the
reonstrution of the arrival diretions of radio transients generated by solar ares. The same
reonstrution method was used for the EAS's. Under the assumption that the EAS's an be
measured by standalone radio sensors with a diretion auray of the order of the degree, we
present here a proposition to look for 

's using some dediated sensors from an already existing
radio array, 21CMA
10
. It is argued that the experimental site is partiularly appropriate for
the 

detetion and generally for radio detetion. The status of the projet is shown, as well as
our expetations for the physis outreah based on preliminary simulations of the experimental
setup.
2 21CMA experiment and the present setup for  21CMA
The 21CMA experiment is situated in the Ulastai Valley, in the Western-China provine of
XinJiang, at 2700 m of altitude. It is the only running experiment dediated to re-ionisation
studies. The detetor onsists of 10287 [50-100 MHz℄ log-periodi antennas, distributed over
81 groups of 127 antennas eah (alled in the following pods). It has two arms of 3 and 4 km
length, oriented North-South and East-West respetively, whih follow two almost perpendiular
valleys.
On eah pod, the analog signals of the 127 antennas are added and amplied by 45 dB
before being sent over an optial bre to the ontrol room. Prior to their reording on disk, they
are digitised using 81 8-bits ADCs (one for eah pod), working synhronously at 200 MHz.
The rst measurements performed on site showed a unique radio environment: the radio
transmitters above 15 MHz are quasi-absent (Figure 1, left). The galati plane thermal emission
in the radio waveband is visible after only 15 hours of data taking (Figure 1, right), showing
that the antennas have the sensitivity requiered for EAS detetion.
The rst phase of the projet is meant to prove the priniple of the EAS detetion with a
self-triggering array. Six antennas were positioned as seen in Figure 2, left and triggered using an
amplitude threshold set at 6 times the standard deviation of the eletronis noise and oinident
signals on more than three antennas. A triangulation reonstrution leads to the signal origin.
The time alibration of the setup was heked by reonstruting a nearby radio soure of
known position. The dispersion of the reonstruted position of the soure ( Figure 2, right), is
ompatible with a time resolution of an antenna of few ns.
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Figure 2: Left: the positions of the 81 pods in the two valley are shown (the red dots). The 6 pods housing
our supplementary antennas are highlighted by the yellow retangle. Middle: a lose view of the pods. Right:
the position of the six antennas (blue stars), the position of the ar used as radio soure (red ross) and the
reonstruted origin of the signal (green and blak points).
3 Simulation Chain
The detetion priniple for 

's at 21 CMA is the following: a UHE, almost horizontal 

, inter-
ats with the mountains surrounding the antennas. The produed  an esape the mountains
and if it deays within the valley it produes a shower whih an be seen by the antennas. The
mountains at also as shielding against the EAS's due to the osmi ray interations in the
atmosphere. An angular resolution of degree should prevent ontamination from downgoing
CR EAS's.
Starting with a diuse neutrino ux, the  ux will depend on the depth of matter rossed,
whih is alulated from satellite data
11
. The 

-nuleon interation is simulated with Pythia
12
.
The  propagation assumes ontinuous losses
14
and its deay is simulated with the TAUOLA
pakage
13
. The radio signal is generated following the longitudinal and radial proles of the
shower and it has an exponential fall with the distane
15
. The typial eletronis noise is
simulated and the trigger is dened by three or four oinident antennas. With a omplete
detetor with 81 antennas (one per pod) the expeted eetive surfae at the trigger level is
shown in Figure 3, left, as funtion of the inoming 

angle with the loal vertial for an energy
of 10
19
GeV. It reahes 3:5  10
3
m
2
for horizontal 

's in the ase of four oinident antennas.
On the right of the same gure, the ahievable exposure in one year of data taking is shown as
funtion of the inident neutrino energy.
4 Conlusion
The projet of using the running 21CMA radio detetor for 

searhes started in June 2008
and the rst results are very enouraging. The radio environment is ideal: almost no terrestrial
noise, the measurement of the radio signal from the galati plane oers a reliable alibration of
the antenna sensitivity. A lot of eort is ongoing for the time inter-alibration of the prototype
using known radio soures. If lear measurements of the EAS will be available before summer
2009, the prototype will be then upgraded to the full 81 antennas. Simulation studies show that
the 21CMA layout is very eÆient for the detetion of 

's with energies between 10
16
- 10
19
eV,
though further up-saling is neessary for it to be ompetitive with existing detetors.
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Figure 3: Left: eetive surfae at the trigger level as a funtion of the inoming 

angle with the loal vertial
for 10
19
GeV 

. Right: expeted exposure in one year of data taking as funtion of the inident neutrino energy.
The dierent urves orrespond to triggers requiring 3 or 4 oinident antennas.
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